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RUSSIAN DEFENSE
by Oktay Oztunali
For about five years I had been waiting for
the debut of "The Eastern Front Game" with
as much anticipation as a virgin bridegroom
on his wedding night. But after being
involved with its development towards the
end, I found out that this baby was not going
to be anybody's
wife, but everybody's
mistress. A beautiful, frustrating, capricious
and extremely demanding mistress that is
wonderful to go to bed with, and which will
retain its youth and appetite for lovers for
quite a long time.
So far I have played quite a few games and
participated
in a lot of enjoyable
bull
sessions.
From these there emerged
a

strategic philosophy and a guiding thought
that can best be expressed by an old proverb
that says, "If you don't want to be stepped on
by an elephant, be kind to the mice."

Russian Production
As any good Player who has played the game
would realize, the only way Russians can lose
this game is if they lose too many units. This
means that the Russian has to keep a healthy
army on the board at all times, which brings
us to the Russian Production.
It must be
clear to all that the personnel points which
are plentiful in the beginning get scarcer as
the game goes along; thus they should not be
spent foolishly. Arms points are scarce at the

Production Schedule

beginning
due to the "Arms Disruption
Rule;" hence, they should be used judiciously, keeping in mind the drain that Air
Unit production represents. My feeling and
experience is that the Russians do not need
more than 15 Training Centers at any stage
of the game, and that 44-45 Arms Centers
are sufficient.
With the above in mind, the production
schedule I prefer is given below. In this table
1, 2, 3, D, and A mean that the construction
of a 1-4, 2-5, 3-5, 0-1-10, and an Air Unit is
started, respectively. Also a 4, 5, 8, and 9
mean that the conversion into a 4-4, 5-5, 8-6
and 9-6 are started, respectively.
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The following points should be noted:
1. For the first twenty Game-Turns
of the
game, this production requires 514 personnel
points (out of the 710 or so that Russia gets)
and 802 arms points. I feel that these figures
are good as they keep a healthy personnel
point reserve and a functional minimum of
arms point reserve.
2. Siberian production is kept self-contained.
The 25(1-4) invasion
reaction
divisions
together with the 1-4's produced there go
into the production of infantry corps. The
first ten 4-4:s produced go on the board, and
the later 4-4's immediately go into reconversion into 5-5's. The rest of the Siberian
production is essentially 0-1-1O's, 9-6's and
8-6's. The armored divisions produced all go
for conversion into corps.
3. During the first four turns altogether
16(4-4)'s and l1(O-I-lO)'s .are started. These
units begin coming on during Turns Nine
through
Twelve and, hence, they can
participate in any last ditch defense that is
necessary. I feel that an infantry corps without an 0-1-10 is rather naked and vice versa.
I usually assign an 0-1-10 to each infantry
corps and they always travel together.

third summer and then do not build any
more unless necessary. We now consider the
1-4 balance equation on Turn Twelve. We
have 171 on the board to begin with, plus 120
invasion reaction divisions, plus 55 that have
finished production, minus 96 that have gone
into 4-4 production,
leaving 250 divisions.
Thus, if Russia has not lost more than 130
divisions by now and does not lose these at
the clip of 10 divisions a turn, he should be
alright. If he is a big loser, then he can try to
make up the balance by not producing the
initial 20(4-4)'s which gives him an additional
80 divisions to lose, but takes away quite a bit
of his fighting power. On this subject Russia
must play it by ear.
One bad thing about this production is that
it assumes that the Russian Player is competent enough not to lose too many divisions. I
'would guess that if the Russian Player finds
himself losing more than 250 divisions, total,
during the first twenty turns, then this
production is not recommended (I usually lose
150). Thus this brings us to the realm of how
not to lose more than 200 divisions during
the first twenty turns. The first thing to be
considered must be the Russian set-up.

4. 20(3-5)'s that are in the Heartland centers
(Moscow, Gorky, Kazan, Kubishev, Stalingrad) are useful for the first winter Russian
counter-offensive, if one is needed. Otherwise
they can be useful in many other ways. 3-5's
are the best buy for the money and I
recommend producing more if Russian finds
that he does not need so many 1-4's.

Russian Set-Up and First Summer
We first will outline some of the strategic
considerations that everyone must already be
aware of:

5. Most of the 4-4's on the board should be
converted into 5-5's during the first winter in
the Heartland centers. Unlike a 5-5, a 4-4
cannot move from one ZOC to another.

2. Attacking during the first summer is not
quite suicide, but it is very close to it. Russia
should attack only when forced to do so.

6. 4-4's that are built in Moscow 1 starting
Turn Five go into reconversion in Moscow 2
starting Turn Thirteen. This tandem production should continue until the Russian
Player has the number of 5-5's he desires. I
would advise against producing a lot of these
units; they are not that good offensively and
they cost a lot of personnel points. I like
about 80 units.
7. The divisions that are produced in Siberia
7 and Siberia 8 starting Turn 47 go into
conversion into 8-6's in Siberia 1 every turn
starting on Turn 62. 8-6 is the best offensive
piece Russia has since they can be exchanged
for 6-5's and they are relatively cheap to
repair.
8. I start artillery production in Siberia 9 on
Turn 62 (the first turn Russia gets 2a per
center) and continue as long as possible
without neglecting the armored corps production and repair of all the battle groups.
Russia should have about 30(1O-1-1O)'s at the
start of the '43.-44 winter offensive.
9. If Russia so desires and does transfer
Kiev Training Center to Siberia, then
can use it for spot duties, etc.
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10. Russia should always try to have a minimum of 100(1-4)'s on the board at all times. I
usually keep about 120 of them until the

1. During
the first summer,
fighting
a
supplied Axis army is sheer suicide. Thus he
must be fought only when he is out of his
supply range.

3. Always remember that the only sure way
Russia can lose this game is through lack of
units. Thus units should be preserved,
especially during the first summer.
4. A double-line
should always be maintained, as the surest way to lose units is by
having them surrounded and then killed off
at the Axis Player's leisure.
5. Air Interdiction
can be quite a terrible
weapon in the hands of a competent Axis
Player.
6. Forced March is also a sure way to lose
units, if it is done to extremes. The odds will
catch up. It should be avoided if possible.
7. Leningrad
cannot
be held against
a
determined Axis Player, as he can attack it in
supply during the first summer. Thus, units
should not be wasted in the path of the
juggernaut.
After evacuating
the arms
centers, Leningrad should be abandoned and
a strong line behind it should be formed.
8. Moscow and Stalingad should never be
lost. The Axis Player would be a fool to try to
capture them, but he should not be tempted.
Even though he will lose half his army to get
one of them (it is impossible to capture both
against a half-decent Russian), the Russian
Player should make every effort not to lose
either.

9. Rostov and Voroshilov should be held
until the second summer. This gains valuable
time, personnel and arms points.
10. During the first winter, a limited counteroffensive to protect Moscow and Rostov (to
retake them if they have been lost) is
justifiable; otherwise, a big offensive is out of
the question until the second winter.
Now that these points have been disposed of,
the first turn
Russian
set-up
can be
considered. A good set-up is by no means a
guarantee of a victory. The concepts behind
that set-up must be examined, and they must
be followed closely. I have seen too many
people who playa magnificent first turn (in
any game) and then proceed to lose very
handsomely.
After a scrutiny of the above considerations,
the problem becomes one of extricating the
major part of the Russian frontline army,
and forming a good defensive line out of Axis
supply range. The set-up given below
assumes that ZOC penalty is two additional,
i.e., no first turn shock effect. The first hex
number given is the set-up hex" the second
hex number given is the first turn move, and
the third number, if there is one, denotes the
second turn move. All the hex numbers refer
to the SW quadrant of the map unless it is
indicated otherwise. RR and FM refer to
Railroad move and Forced March, respectively.
It should be noted that on the Baltic, West
and Kiev fronts combined, only 37 divisions
are lost during the first two turns. The
Rumanian front should not have more than
13 divisions in casualties. Everything else
should be able to get away. I defend hex
3514 for one turn if the Axis Player has a
repair unit there, and the sacrifices on hexes
3120, 2818 and 3118 are essential (the units
cannot be saved anyway), as they let the
southern wing retire more easily and prevent
the Axis armor from shifting south for an
extra turn. Hence, I think that with this
set-up the Russian Player should not lose
more than 50 divisions during the first two
turns, and no more than five stragglers
during the third turn.
With the first turn shock effect in force,
adopting a conceptually similar defense and
again running
away should enable the
Russian Player to lose no more than 75-80
divisions for the first three turns.
I would like to stress that this set-up is by no
means the best or the optimum, but that it is
consistent with the above strategic conditions, and I prefer it. Depending on the
individual style and preference it can be
changed, but I think any change made
should be consistent with the above considerations.
During the Russian second turn, a doublecontinuous line should be formed out of Axis
supply range extending from hex 3601 to
2009 in a straight line, and from 2009 to 0115
in as straight a line as possible (depending on
the Axis repair units), and then from 0115 to
the Baltic Sea following the river, the lake
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and the line of armored divisions from Riga.
For this line Russia can use all those
divisions "thoughtfully
railroaded"
to the
vicinity of this line during the first turn, and
the frontline units that can take the railroad
this turn or can get away on foot, etc.
The most important
advantage
of this
defense is that after the second turn the Axis
will not (should not) be able to attack
anything in supply. Furthermore,
since he
will have trouble bringing up infantry to the
front line, during Turns Three and Four he
will be able to attack only with his armor, if
at all.
What then? Then the long retreat to the
"Winterline"
starts. Russia should not mind
giving up as much ground as necessary in
order to avoid being attacked in or out of
supply. The tactics during this retreat will be
discussed later in the specific front sections.
In the meantime, the "Winterline" should be
established. This line should be a single line
of fortifications starting from the Black Sea
two or three hexes west of Rostov, extending
in as straight a line as possible and using
river lines where possible, passing five or six
hexes in front of Moscow and ending at Lake
Ladoga. I use about 50(1-4)'s to build this
line, which should be beyond the furthest
reach in summer of Axis supply. There
should be no great rush about building this
line. Any gaps can be filled and a second line
of fortifications behind it can be constructed
as the front slowly reaches there.
Some Strategic Considerations
Here is the way I think the Campaign Game
between
two competent
Players (teams
perferably) should be played:
Summer 41: Axis capture of Riga, Minsk,
Kiev, Odessa,
Leningrad
and Kharkov.
Russian losses are under 200 divisions, and
Axis losses are around 40 divisions.
Winter 41-42: Relatively static.
Summer 42: Axis attack in the south and
capture of Orel, Rostov, Sevastopol and
Voroshilov. But Russia stops him on the Don
River. Russia loses about 30 corps and 30
divisions, Axis losses are about 40 divisions.
Winter 42-43: Russia counteroffensive in the
south, but mainly in the direction
of
Voronezh-Kursk,
recaptures Rostov, Voroshilov, and maybe Orel and Kharkov.
Casualties, about 20 corps for the Russian
and 20 divisions for the Axis.
Summer 43: Front lines do not change much,
but Russian hunterpacks kill about 40 Axis
divisions. Russia loses about 20 corps.
Winter 43-44: In the north Russia captures
Leningrad and knocks Finland out of the war
by capturing Helsinki. On the main front, an
offensive towards Minsk is conducted. This
offensive does not succeed, but about 60 Axis
divisions are lost vs. 20 corps on the main
front and 20 corps in Finland
for the
Russian.
Summer 44: Russia concentrates on killing
Axis units
and captures
Crimea
and
Kharkov. Axis lose about 50-70 divisions and
Russia loses about 30 corps.

Winter 44-45: This is the critical period. If
Russia has been killing more than the above
quoted divisions and succeeds in killing
enough divisions during this winter, the Axis
line may break. In any case, Russia should
capture Minsk, Kiev and Odessa. If at the
end of this winter the Axis Player is left
with about 60-80 divisions, then he has a
chance.

Player can, at best, get a 1-1 (unless he is
suicidal he won't attack, but keep a couple of
1-4's in reserve). The Southern Sector should
be defended by a strong double line. This
sector may have to be pulled back if the Axis
Player is conducting a determined offensive
on the Volkhov Front, but the Russian flank
on Lake Onega should be defended
as
strongly as possible.

Summer 45: As one may have gathered, the
Campaign Game should go pretty much like
the original
campaign.
One thing the
Russian Player should not forget is that he
cannot win the game by going after territory.
He will not be able to capture everything in
time. The only proper way to do it is to go
after Axis divisions and say to hell with
Russian casualties (which is what Stalin
said).

As I said above, this is the way I do it. If you
like to defend differently, by all means do so.
But in any case, do not lose more than 20
divisions on this front until the second
summer.

Thus, neither side should expect a victory
early in the game if they have been playing
rationally. The only way Russia can lose early
is by losing about 250-300 divisions during
the first summer and then having his lines
broken during the second summer. The only
way the Axis Player can lose early is by losing
too many units during the first summer and
then not having the power to capture the
required eleven Personnel Centers during the
second summer.
Following is a discussion, recommendations
and some random thoughts on the specific
fronts mentioned.
Finnish Front
I would say that this front is unimportant
until the second summer; before then the
Russian should not be distracted by it and
should spend as much of his time as possible
on the other fronts.
Following is the way I like to defend on this
front. Personal tastes may differ, but I
consider this defense to be effective and
frugal, and, above all, it lets me forget about
this front until winter.
I abandon Murmansk during the first few
turns as I think that the 10-20 divisions that
can be lost (eventually) defending Murmansk
are worth more than the future Arms Centers
there (see below).
I build fortifications
on hexes NW 2006,
2107,2208,2308,2407,2507
and defend the
Svir River by a 1-4 each on hexes NW 3608,
3506 and 3304. Thus, until the first winter, I
need only 9(1-4)'s for this front. During the
last mud turn I put 1-4's on hexes NW 2605,
2804, 3003 and when winter comes and the
3-5's from the Heartland production enter
the board, I launch an offensive on the Svir
Front until I reach NW 2808-3210 line. Then
building fortifications on this line, I wait and
see what the Axis Player is going to do during
the second summer. If he goes for linking up
with the Finns (in which case any divisions
north of the Weatherline would be lost, which
is the reason
I don't like to defend
Murmansk), then the Northern Sector can be
defended by a 4-4 each on 2006 and 2208
and a 5-5 with a 0-1-10 each on 2107,2308,
2407 and 2507. With this defense, the Axis

Leningrad- Volkhov Front
On this front a lot of things depend on the
route the Axis repair unit takes, and a
painful decision to abandon Leningrad may
have to be made, depending on this route.
On the first turn the Russian Player should
pull back from the sector between Lake
Ladoga and Baltic and put a 1-4 each on
NW 3712 and 3713 to keep the Finns away.
On the main front, a good defense is what I
call "temporary-strong
point" tactic. This
consists of building fortifications
on NW
3915, 4114, 4312 and 4510 as, soon as
possible, putting the Fourth and Fifth Turn
reinforcements
together with a 0-1-10 each
on these hexes, and then retiring to this line
on the Fifth or Sixth Turn. The Axis, at best,
can muster an out of supply 1-1 attack on
these points until Turn Eleven (Turn Twelve
if Russia has sacrificed on SW 0925 initially).
Thus, for about five or six turns, units can be
conserved on this front. When utilizing this
type of defense, the Russian Player should
not put any weak units between the strong
points. The Axis cannot get behind the
points as long as the points are out of supply,
and weak units invite attack and advance.
Then, on Turn Ten or Eleven, these 4-4's and
0-1-10's can retire to the new lines of fortifications in front of Leningrad. (Keep NW
4510 as long as possible.)
Defense
after this point
can change,
depending on where the Axis repair unit is
heading. If it goes NW 5018-5017, etc., then
Leningrad should be defended vigorously.
But if it goes along NW 5018-4918, etc.,
then the city can be attacked in supply and I .
don't think the city itself is worth more than
3(4-4)'s lost (with their battle groups). Just
because it is one of the "Big Three" does not
necessitate a defense to the death. Evacuate
the Arms Centers to Kirov or Siberia, and
then abandon it if need be.
In any case the river line between Lake
Ladoga and Lake Ilmen (Volkhov River)
should be fortified and defended. There
should also be, in addition to the Volkhov
fortifications, "Winterline" fortifications that
are out of the maximum Axis supply range
and these should extend from Lake Ladoga to
Lake Seliga.
During the second summer, the Axis will
probably launch a limited offensive here,
thus Russia should always keep a strong
double line with plenty of backup on this
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front. In two of my victories as the Axis, the
Russian Player did not have enough units to
absorb a sustained offensive, and after four
turns of a broad and sustained offensive (with
a few lucky exchanges) I broke through here
and on the Voronezh Front and then mopped
up Moscow.
Moscow Front
This front, which extends from Lake Seliga to
north of Orel, is pretty dull (in any case, the
Russian Player should see to it that it is dull).
Russia should not let Moscow be captured,
hence this front gets the first priority in
everything.
During the first summer retreat, Russia
should give up ground grudgingly and one
line at a time. Try the "quick-step"
tactic
outlined below which guarantees that he
won't get to Moscow before winter, if at all.
The semi-continuous
double line shown on
the diagram is always kept out of Axis supply
range, and retreats one hex per turn as a
whole with any casualties being replaced from
reserves.
If the Russian Player can stop the Axis on the
Volga between NW 4706-5004, he should.
The Axis Player gets a chance to break this
river line on turn 15 or 16. If he has broken
it, and if Russia can afford it, a counteroffensive in winter to get back to this river
line is recommended.
Russia should not
proceed beyond this river if the offensive is
successful (it should be), but should build
fortifications and settle in for the winter.
During the second summer this front again
should get anything it needs. I think if the
Russian Player impresses the Axis with his
determination to defend it, he will not attack.
Although the Axis Player would be a fool to
try it, by committing the major part of his
army here and making a bloody, sustained
and lucky offensive that extends well into
mid-winter, he can capture Moscow temporarily. The Russian late winter offensive
should easily throw him out; but I still don't

Quick Step Tactic

think he should be tempted.
Arms Centers is painful.

Losing all those

Voronezh Front
This front, which extends from Orel to
Kharkov, is only second to Moscow in
general significance. If the Axis Player wants
to get an early victory, then he must break
through on this front during the second
summer. The breakthrough
here is essential,
but not necessarily sufficient for an Axis
victory. He should also break through on
another front.
First summer retreat should be slow and
orderly. Again a "quick-step" or a "temporary-strong point" defense may be tried here.
The Russian Player should not let Orel be
captured during the first summer (counterattack in winter if he has), but Kharkov will
probably be lost and remain lost. Winter
defense is easy.
During the second summer there is a lot of
activity on this front and Orel will be lost.
The Russian Player should try to give up
ground grudgingly, but he should not make
foolish counterattacks.
He should put up the
strongest resistance along the Don River and
should try to retain Voronezh. Those 9-6's
and 8-6's are very valuable here and on the
Ukrainian Front.
Ukrainian-Stalingrad
Front
This front, which is not very important
during the first summer, becomes important
in the second summer, as the Axis will
probably attack here in order to get Voroshilov and Rostov and thus avoid the Russian
Decisive Victory.
First summer retreat should be slow, though
ground should be given up freely. The
"quick-step"
tactic was originally designed
for this front. If everything goes normally the
Russian army should reach the "Winterline"
around Turn 16 and settle down for the
winter.
If the Axis commit a lot of forces here and go
for Rostov in the first summer, the Russian

Player should not change his retreat tactics,
but when the Axis get close to VoroshilovRostov, then he should stiffen up and defend
as strongly as possible.
During the second summer the Axis will
make a determined push to capture these two
cities. Russia should defend strongly and
should counterattack
only if Moscow and
Voronezh fronts are not too active. After
Rostov falls (it will fall most of the time) and
the Don defense line is broken through (it
should not be), then a slow-elastic defense
should be conducted and the army should
fall back on Volga, to die there.
I don't think the Crimea should be defended.
After putting the necessary units in Sevastopol and constructing
fortifications on the
Kerch Straights, it should be abandoned.
I
also evacuate the infantry corps from Sevastopol on Turn 46. Because of the new
"Sevastopol Siege Rule" this corps is more
valuable than the possession of Sevastopol
for one or two extra turns.
Conclusion
I think playing the historical scenario with no
First Turn shock the game should end in a
Russian Marginal
Victory. After .Winter
43-44, I recommend
the Axis infantry
divisions be allowed to fortify. One division
per hex can fortify, it doubles its defensive
strength and loses its ability to retreat and its
ZOc. In my opinion, this would make the
game a toss-up and it would add something
that I feel is missing.

RUSSIAN SET-UP
Kiev Front
1-4's
= 2723,
2(1-4)'s = 2620
2-5,1-4 = 2721
3-5
= 3121
2-5
= 3020
1-3
= 2920
1-4
= 2619
3(1-4)'s
2720
3-5
= 2819
2xD
= 2719
2-5
= 2719
3(1-4)'s = 2419,

=

3024, 3022, 3122 (destroyed)
(destroyed)
(destroyed)
(3120, destroyed)
(2818, destroyed)
(2818, destroyed)
(FM2414, RR)
(FM2415, RR)
(2613)
(RR)
(RR)
2519, 2618 (all RR out)

Rumanian Front
H's
= 4309, 4311, 4010, 3911, 3612,
3613, 3518, 3318, 3316 (destroyed)
2(1-4)'s = 3320 (destroyed)
1-3
= 3218 (3118, destroyed)
1-4
= 3512 (FM3307, RR)
1-4
= 3513 (FM2910, RR)
1-4
= 3413 (FM291O, RR)
1-4
= 3314 (FM291O, RR)
1-4
= 3214 (FM2612, RR)
1-4
= 3215 (FM2612, RR)
3(1-4)'s = 3115 (RR)
3-5
= 3514 (3407)
2-5
= 3514 (3514, destroyed)
2-5
= 3414 (3010)
2-5
= 3414 (3209)
2-5
= 3710 (3605)
3-5
= 3710 (3605)
3-5
= 3315 (2812)
[continued

on page 17]
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Russian Defense

[continuedfrom

page 7]

Odessa Front
3-5
= 3908 (3603)
Rest as far east as possible. 0-10-0
Center) should be in Odessa, Axis
able to attack it second turn,
invasion reaction divisions can take

(Training
won't be
thus the
the ferry.

Riga Reserve
3-5
= 0324 (0317)
2-5
= NWS023 (NWS016)
1-4
= NWS022 (RR NWS016)
1-3
=0520 (0917)
Rest as far east as possible. On the first turn
4(2-S)'s go to NW4319, 4219, 4120 and 4020.
The rest cover the river line NW4616-4916.

Baltic Front
1-4's

= 0329, 0328, 0327,
0526, 0625 (destroyed)
2(1-4)'s = 0725 (destroyed)
3(1-4)'s = 0824 (destroyed)
3-5
= 0525 (0518, RR)
3-5
= 0624 (0518, RR)
3(2-S)'s = 0524 (0416)
3xD
= 0623 (0316, RR)
3(1-4)'s = 0723 (RR)$
1-4
= 0724 (FM0718, RR)

0426,

0627,

West Front

NOTES:

2-5,1-4 = 1023, 1223, 1424,1724,2022,2322
(destroyed)
1-4
= 1526 (destroyed)
1-3
= 0924 (destroyed)
2-5
= 0823 (0518, RR)
3(2-S)'s = 0822 (0417, RR)
D
= 0922 (0917)
1-4
= 0922 (FM0916)
D
= 1221 (1116)
3-5
= 1221 (1215)
D
= 1422 (RR)
3-5
= 1422 (RR 1413)
3-5
= 1422 (RR NW4418)
1-3
= 2020 (2014, 2009)
3(1-4)'s = 1523, 1622, 1722, 1821, 1921,
2121, 2220, 2320 (all RR out)

1. Rumanian
Front defense is flexible, I
usually change it from game to game
depending on the opponent.
2. If Russia does not want to give up BrestLitovsk the first turn, then he can put a 2-5
from 0822 there.
3. If Russia does not want to give up hex
0925 the first turn, then taking the 3(2-S)'s on
0524, 2(1-4)'s on 0725 and 3(1-4)'s on 0824
and putting a2-S on 0725, a 2-5 and a 1-4 on
0824 and 0925 each and 3(1-4)'s on 0524,
which can forced march to 0416 the first
turn, he can accomplish it easily. I usually do
this, but not "2." (above).

Moscow Reserve

S. If he has surrounded the 1-3 on hex 3218,
then the 2-5 and 1-3 should be sacrificed on
hex 2819 rather than 2818.

Most of the armor should be sent by rail to
the south. Infantry should be sent to where
the third turn line will be formed. About
18(1-4)'s can be kept for fortifications around
Moscow, and as input to the Moscow
Training Centers.

Krasnodor Reserve
All armor should go to the southern front.
Some 1-4's can build fortifications
on
SE4126 and 4127. The rest can start on the
fortifications in front of Rostov.

4. After the first turn move there should be at
least one 1-4 on hexes 0718, 1116, 2215 and
2414. Alse there should be a stack of 3(1-4)'s
on hex 1714 (these can take the RR).

6. All 3-S's should be sent south as soon as
possible; they can best be employed in open
terrain.
7. Railroad priority for the first two turns
should be Frontline first, Moscow Reserve
second, and Krasnodor Reserve third.
8. Stragglers should be abandoned.
If they
are not, not only the stragglers but the units
aiding them will be lost as well. ••

